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Dramaserie for children
aged 4-7 years
Katy and the stolen chickens
Scenario & director: Annemarie Mooren
Two cheeky children and two naughty
chickens on an adventure.
In this series of five episodes, we follow seven
year old Katy who is allowed to look after her
Grandma’s chickens.
But then things go wrong as not only an egg,
but also Grandma’s two favourite chickens
disappear.
However, Katy is not afraid by nature and sets
off with her friend Lucy and the inflatable
crocodile to find the egg and
the chickens.

One story tells and edited in
five episode and edited as one
marathon-movie
Duration per episode:
+/- 10 minutes
Duration marathon-movie:
47minutes

Drama, live action, kids, chickens,
nature, fantasy, humor, adventure
Target audience: 4-7 jaar/ family
Language: Netherlands
Viewing copy per episode & trailer with
English subtitels
MXF files including M &E tracks.
Production: Annemarie Mooren Productions
in co-production with KRO-NCRV
Broadcast: KRO-NCRV/ NPO Zappelin
First broadcast: October 31st, 2022
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Episode 1
Katy doesn’t think it’s a good idea to let Granddad look
after Grandma’s chickens when Grandma and Mummy
go on holiday, because Granddad is afraid of chickens
and only likes them in his chicken soup. Katy manages
to convince Grandma that she’s the best chicken keeper,
but it doesn’t take long before things go wrong. Chicken
Bea’s egg has disappeared from its basket and Granddad says that there are polecats roaming around that
are fond of eggs and chickens. Time for action!

Episode 2
Katy isn’t afraid of the polecat at all and she has a plan.
Armed with the inflatable crocodile, she goes to investigate
the strange sound in the woods. She’s unaware that the
naughty and curious chickens Toosje and Betje follow her.
Instead of the polecat she finds Boy, the new boy next door,
in the woods. When Toosje and Betje follow Boy’s trail,
they set foot on dangerous ground.

Episode 3
After the missing egg, Katy now discovers that Grandma’s favourite chickens Toosje and Betje are gone as
well. Katy shares her secret with her best friend Lucy.
Lucy is convinced that the polecat has stolen the
chickens, and she also knows for certain that they will
find them. Together they go looking for polecat tracks in
the woods. But Katy and Lucy don’t realize that the crow
is visiting the chicken coop again.

Episode 4
Katy’s friend Lucy almost betrays her secret, while Katy
really doesn’t want Granddad to know that Grandma’s
favourite chickens are missing. Because that would mean
that Katy would never be allowed to look after
Grandma’s chickens again. Fortunately, Katy and Lucy
manage to scare off the crow. And then Lucy makes an
important discovery.

Episode 5
Katy and Lucy return to the spot where Katy first met
Boy, the new boy next door. Together they discover a
secret hide-out near the house where Boy lives.
Will they finally be able to save Toosje and Betje?
And what does Boy have to do with it?

